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Chapter 2: Personal Narrative Comics and Archival Interpretation 
 

 
 
 
[…] as the past grows without ceasing, so also there is no limit to its preservation. Memory, as 
we have tried to prove, is not a faculty for putting away recollections in a drawer, or of 
inscribing them in a register. There is no register, no drawer; there is not even, properly 
speaking, a faculty, for a faculty works intermittently, when it will or when it can, whilst the 
piling up of the past upon the past goes on without relaxation. In reality the past is preserved by 
itself, automatically. In its entirety, probably, it follows us at every instant; all that we have felt, 
thought, and willed from earliest infancy is there, leaning over the present which is about to join 
it, pressing against the portals of consciousness that would fain leave it outside. 

—Henri Bergson132  
 

 

As explicated in the previous chapter, advocates of the term “graphic novel” partially stake their 

claims to its difference from comics on the “seriousness” of both its form and content; however, 

through close inspection of the discourse that upholds such hierarchical claims of objectified and 

institutionalized cultural capital, the value-based categorization of cultural objects can be found 

as faulty in logic and therefore can work to undermine practices of archival inscription. In 

looking further into the claims of the “seriousness” of the graphic novel, another political 

function of comics emerges. Because, as noted earlier, to a large extent, the term “graphic novel” 

has become conflated with the literary genres of memoir and autobiography, examining this 

conflation in the genre of personal narrative comics offers another interesting perspective on the 

performative aspect of the archive. In its dual status as cultural object and personal archive, 

personal narrative comics can work to critique not only how cultural objects are inscribed into 

the archive but also how material is hierarchically categorized within the archive—that is, how 

                                                 
132 Henri Bergson, Key Writings, eds. Keith Ansell-Pearson and John Mullarkey (New York: Continuum, 2002), 173. 
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the archive is organized and interpreted.  

Within institutions, certain archival material is often privileged based on an idea of 

“seriousness” that is tied to the notion of truth. Because the genres of memoir and autobiography 

have long been concerned with the question of how to represent the truth of a life, they offer an 

interesting perspective on what constitutes truth in their exploration of the binary of fact and 

fiction. Though it may seem an antiquated notion to discuss personal narrative’s aims to 

distinguish between fact and fiction, since autobiography studies has shifted its focus to how 

identity and subjectivity are constructed through the autobiographical process, I assert that 

current autobiographical texts are still toying with this binary in order to explore what the truth 

means. Personal narrative’s exploration of identity’s and subjectivity’s ties to experience and 

retrospection disrupts the privileging of the evidential over the memorial and thus speaks to a 

notion of truthfulness that necessarily establishes a contentious relationship to fact in that it 

works to undermine the supposed binary of fact and fiction. This truthfulness, as between or 

outside of evidential or memorial truth alone, speaks to and illuminates the importance of 

individual, experiential truth, the truth in personal narrative. In this way, the focus on truth in 

personal narrative can work to reveal how our cultural “archive fever,” both on the individual 

and collective scale, is deserving of critique. Through a self-reflexive exploration of their form, 

current personal narrative texts examine how we individually archive our own lives and reflect 

our cultural archiving practices, thereby imbuing such work with the potential to explore and 

critique what is inscribed in and what comes out of such the archives. 

 Using the work of memoirist Carolyn Kraus, I will demonstrate how personal narrative 

calls its readers to explore the question of what constitutes truth through a consideration of how 
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memories are made and recorded based on feeling. Next, considering autobiography scholars  

Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson’s assertion that writers of personal narrative “struggle to find 

ways of telling about suffering that defies language and understanding,” I will explore how, 

through the inclusion of various visual elements, writers are able to take a step forward in the 

aims of personal narrative by visually depicting the contrast between evidential and memorial 

recording.133 Using postmodern writer and artist Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee, I will 

illustrate how the use of images within personal narrative can work to upset the notion of 

document as fact. I argue that Cha’s presentation of a disjointed collection of various documents 

entangled with her textual narrative allows Dictee to advance the aims of personal narrative by 

offering itself as a discursive structure through which the reader becomes an active participant in 

feeling, and ultimately questioning, the construction and representation of experiential truth. I 

will assert that this self-reflexive use of the form illuminates that not only are memory and 

feeling illusive in their constant negotiation, but that so too are clear delineations between fact 

and fiction, and between document and experience, as they are inextricably linked in memory. 

Finally, through an analysis of the formal qualities of comics and a close reading of 

Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic, I posit that personal narrative comics 

advances this discourse through the use of comics style. In its leveling the discrepancy between 

evidence, experience, emotion, and memory on the comics page, I argue that comics play with 

and employ visuality to offer the reader a feeling of closeness with the story, which promises to 

at once bear witness to and situate the reader as a witness of the story of represented truth. I 

conclude that, through these same means, comics offers a new perspective on the aim of personal 

                                                 
133 Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, Reading Autobiography: A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives (Minneapolis: 

MN: UP Minnesota, 2001), 21–2. 
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narrative to represent experiential truth in revealing that such an aim is ultimately misguided in 

its hermeneutic impossibility. In so doing, I assert that personal narrative comics reveal how, as 

with the illogical value system of archival inscription, attributing hierarchy to certain objects 

within the archive based on a notion of truth is not only always incomplete but misguided in its 

interpretation.   

 

Disrupting Fact as Truth: The Aims of Personal Narrative 

The distinctions made between the terms “memoir” and “autobiography” offer an entry point into 

the discourse on the representation of truth in personal narrative in that they reveal how truth has 

been, and continues to be, aligned with fact. While perhaps the most common differentiation of 

the terms centers on loose designations of time span, memoir positioned as an episodic 

recounting of events over a specific time period, and autobiography positioned as a life-to-date 

chronicle of events, more importantly, the terms have been further distanced from each other by 

arguments made about their modes of communication. In her article “The Meandering River: An 

Overview of the Subgenres of Creative Nonfiction,” memoirist and critic Sue William Silverman 

aims to elevate discourse on personal narrative through creating a system of classification of its 

various forms, what she terms its five “points of call”: autobiography, memoir, personal essay, 

meditative essay, and lyric essay. However, in her attempt to underscore the importance of a 

subjective voice in representing the truth of a life, she still maintains the argument that biography 

is more truthful than personal writing in its avoidance of subjectivity.  

To begin defining the various forms that she delineates in her scheme, she first turns to 

autobiography, which she claims is: 
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[…] theoretically at least, a factual retelling of events […] based on one’s “life of action,” 
and thus told more historically than impressionistically […] [it] tends toward both a 
certain documentary sensibility and a well-defined chronological structure.134 

 

Clear in this definition is her assertion that autobiography’s primary tenet of communication is to 

present a corroboratory, objective sequence of events established by the use of history, 

documentation, and chronology. Autobiography, she argues here, is biography from a first-person 

perspective, and therefore the most truthful form of personal writing in that it escapes carrying 

the emotional impressions associated with and attended to by other first-person narrative forms. 

She further underlines this point in her argument when she defines memoir, which, in sharp 

contrast to autobiography, she notes: 

[…] find[s] a more personal, emotional arc to follow […] [it employs] the use of at least 
two “voices” to tell the story, to explore the depth of events […], what the facts mean, 
both intellectually and emotionally.135 

 
In claiming that memoir favors the emotional over the evidential in its exploration of “what the 

facts mean” rather than simply presenting the facts, Silverman positions it as less truthful than 

autobiography because of its interest in its subjective perspective. Already in her differentiation 

between autobiography and memoir—not to mention the other three forms, which she 

characterizes as being even more interested in the subjective and therefore subject to even greater 

scrutiny—Silverman can be seen as undermining her overarching goal of promoting the 

importance of personal writing. For while her scheme does succeed in attributing value to each 

delineated form and its mode of communication, her discourse ultimately serves to reiterate and 

reestablish biography as more truthful than personal writing in its straightforward, objective 

                                                 
134 Sue William Silverman, “The Meandering River: An Overview of the Subgenres of Creative Nonfiction,” The 

Writers Chronicle (2008): 15. 
135 Ibid. 
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presentation of the facts. Her suggestion that as each form of personal narrative, or “point of 

call,” “meanders” away from biography it becomes more emotional and therefore more 

circumspect underscores how evidence continues to be considered more trustworthy than 

emotion, an argument I will consider throughout this chapter. 

 Before directly addressing how truthful representation has been aligned with fact in this 

discourse, I would first like to pursue the relationship between biography, autobiography, and 

memoir more closely. While Silverman maintains that autobiography is closest to biography on 

her “meandering river,” the connection she makes between the two, as stated earlier, is actually a 

somewhat antiquated notion. As Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson note in Reading Autobiography: 

A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives, discourse on autobiography has long since shifted from 

viewing it as a subcategory of biography and has come to focus instead on its use of subjective 

narrative voice.136 This discursive change of focus at once illuminates Silverman’s aims in 

aligning autobiography with biography and reveals its fault; because autobiography utilizes first-

person narration, from the outset it is linked more closely to “emotional” memoir than “factual” 

biography in its language structure, a point Silverman attempts to downplay in her definition of 

autobiography. However, regardless of any claims to an objective presentation of facts, 

autobiography of course cannot but be subjective, as it is told from a subjective point of view, a 

view further complicated by the ultimate epistemological question of “I.” Rather unlike 

biography, any form of personal writing at once positions the reader as speculator about the 

believability of the author-protagonist’s story and also raises the larger question of whether it can 

be considered referential. It is the “I” referent, with all its inherent questions, that ultimately ties 

autobiography to memoir in a much more stable relationship than autobiography to biography. 
                                                 
136 See Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson (2001) for a discussion on the waves of autobiographical criticism. 
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This bond rather emphasizes the point Silverman originally aims to make: that personal writing 

offers something unique in the writing about a life because of its subjectivity and emotionality—

not in spite of it.  

 Further, any demarcation between autobiography and memoir seems especially reductive 

when considering the complicated and often confused etymology of the terms. By denotation, 

“autobiography,” from the Greek αúτός and βιογραφία, means the writing of one’s own life, 

while “memoir,” from the Latin memoria, refers both to memories and remembering. Though the 

etymology of the terms, which more closely follows the common differentiation between the two 

modes pointed out at the start of this section, suggests that autobiography covers a specified time 

span based on the age of the author, and that memoir does not, ultimately the tie that binds them 

is stronger than what separates them. For regardless of a difference in time span, or the 

aforementioned arguments about degrees of emotionality, each form ultimately has the same goal 

and problematic: representing the truth of a life from a personal point of view. Due to this shared 

goal and ultimate question of the subjective “I,” I will henceforth refer to both forms as 

“personal narrative,” and will utilize arguments specifically about autobiography or memoir as 

inclusive of both forms.  

 It is important to note here that upsetting the differentiation between autobiography and 

memoir has been very well argued, and my conflation of the two under an umbrella term is 

certainly not something new.137 However, what is interesting in previous conflations of the terms 

is how they illuminate the ways in which the terminology has been confused, both with respect 

to each individual term and the two terms in conflation. Indeed, previous attempts that sought to 

rectify this terminological uncertainty have instead often led to even more confusion. As 
                                                 
137 See Eakin (1992) and Olney (1988). 
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autobiography scholars Dan Shen and Dejin Xu have noted, “In English, while the singular 

memoir can only refer to ‘a historical account or biography,’ the plural memoirs can refer to ‘an 

autobiography.’”138 This particular look at how the terms have been confused is especially 

interesting in that it creates a link between the singular “memoir” and historical writing. Already 

it is clear that defining memoir in such a way is in opposition to common popular ideas, such as 

those put forth by Silverman, that have considered memoir in particular as being quite distanced 

from biography. However, as Paul John Eakin reminds us: 

In contrast to autobiography, which has emerged since the beginning of the nineteenth 
century as the umbrella term for self-life-writing, the memoir and the chronicle of deeds 
or res gestae, the dominant forms in the earlier history of the genre (with the notable 
exception of religious confessions), are defined precisely by their orientation toward a 
historical field of reference. In the res gestae and the memoir the individual is perceived, 
respectively, as the actor in or the witness to history.139 

 
 Further commentary on both the historical and contemporary uncertainty surrounding this 

various terminology was shrewdly pointed out by autobiography scholar Timothy Dow Adams in 

Life Writing and Light Writing: Autobiography and Photography. He remarks that although 

memoir and autobiography have long been distanced from each other and particularly delineated 

from biography, “many scholars now use the term ‘lifewriting’ when they refer to personal 

narratives in general, despite the fact that lifewriting is just English for biography.”140 Not only 

does his snide comment reiterate how the terms of personal narrative are often confused and 

conflated, but more importantly, it illuminates that attempts to hinge the terms, such as the 

umbrella term of “lifewriting,” ultimately reveal a greater problematic: in any alignment of 

                                                 
138 Dan Shen and Dejin Xu, “Intratextuality, Extratextuality, Intertextuality: Unreliability in Autobiography versus 

Fiction,” Poetics Today 28:1 (2007): 44.  
139 Paul John Eakin, Touching the World: Reference in Autobiography (Princeton: UP Princeton, 1992), 142. 
140 Timothy Dow Adams, “Introduction: Life Writing and Light Writing; Autobiography and Photography,” Modern 

Fiction Studies 40.3 (1994): 460. 
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personal narrative to biography, what becomes evident is that a great importance has been and 

continues to be placed upon factual, historical evidence in representing the truth of a life. One 

can easily surmise that the impetus for coining terms like “lifewriting,” as well as for putting 

forward arguments about the difference in modes of communication between autobiography and 

memoir, are to draw a line of demarcation between fact and fiction.  

 While certainly this line is a concern in personal narrative, to outright, or even subtly, 

align it with “factual” biography in order to assert its believability ultimately undermines the 

ability of personal narrative to disrupt the notion that the truth of a life is tied to fact. As Shen 

and Xu note: 

Despite varying degrees of fictionalization in individual works and despite the difficulty, 
if not impossibility, of accessing or tracing the real-life experiences of the autobiographer 
(especially a noncontemporary one) […] the criterion of “truth” is applicable to this 
genre. Indeed, the discovery of various kinds or degrees of fictionalization in 
autobiography is based on the very fact that there exists an external reality for 
distinguishing the fictional from the factual.141 

 
This distinguishing of the fictional from the factual in personal narrative is carefully addressed 

by Philippe Lejeune in The Autobiographical Pact. The pact he defines as “a contract of identity 

that is sealed by the proper name”—that is, an agreement authors offer their readers by virtue of 

their name on the cover to recount their story truthfully from their perspective, thereby enacting 

the “auto” in “autobiography.”142 This contract of believability, however, is not meant to 

sweepingly validate the subjectivity of personal narrative. Instead, it rather speaks to how self-

reflexively questioning the ability to represent the truth of a life is inherent in personal narrative. 

As Smith and Watson point out: 

                                                 
141 Shen and Xu, “Intratextuality, Extratextuality, Intertextuality,” 45. 
142 Philippe Lejeune, On Autobiography, ed. Paul John Eakin, trans. Katherine Leary (Minneapolis, MN: UP 

Minnesota, 1989), 19. 
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[…] autobiographical narration is so written that it cannot be read solely as either factual 
truth or simple facts. As an intersubjective mode, it lies outside a logical or juridical 
model of truth and falsehood, as models of the paradox of self-reference have suggested, 
all the way from Epidaurus of Crete to contemporary philosophers of language.143 

 
 Rather unlike in biographical writing, personal narrative interacts with the idea of truthful 

representation because of its subjective position, which is necessarily considered by both the 

writer and reader. Where personal narrative certainly contains evidence of a factual “external 

reality,” including, as Lejeune suggests, the name on the cover matching the person found within 

the pages, its goal extends much further: personal narrative aims to speak to and also to 

showcase the subjective truth of individual experience so as to highlight the personal in contrast 

to the collective, the emotional “auto” that is perhaps in opposition to or more nuanced than the 

factual evidential. What the pact then ultimately offers in return for the readers’ belief is that the 

writers of personal narrative will present their own experiential truth. This truth, rather than a 

truth aligned with fact, is based on an exploration of experiences, a negotiation between evidence 

and emotion. 

 However, as was illuminated by the 2006 revelation that James Frey’s New York Times 

bestselling memoir, A Million Little Pieces, was largely fabricated, this pact is quite a tenuous 

one. When The Smoking Gun published their article “A Million Little Lies: Exposing James 

Frey’s Fiction Addiction,” for which they conducted interviews with various law officials and 

requested legal documents to further investigate Frey’s claims, it came to light that Frey had 

egregiously misrepresented events. Not only were his overexaggerations of arrests and charges 

brought against him cause for speculation about his credibility, but the crux of his story—his 

relationship with a young woman and his involvement in the events surrounding her tragic 

                                                 
143 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography, 13. 
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death—further confirmed that his work was certainly not nonfiction. This evidence of the facts 

provided by The Smoking Gun through various testimonies and legally filed criminal reports 

incited outrage from Frey’s readers, who felt betrayed by his labeling the story memoir, and 

refueled the debate about representing truth in personal narrative.144 However, while certainly 

Frey’s account proved factually unsubstantiated, the question that the interrogation into his work 

ultimately raised was not about the ability of personal narrative to represent the truth of a life but 

rather the precariousness of aligning truth with fact.  

Because “fact” is a problematic term in the sense that documented evidence of events can 

be proven incorrect or contaminated, and testimonies often have biased or misinformed views of 

events, dissecting the ability of personal narrative to represent the truth based solely on factual 

evidence is not only misguided but, more importantly, beside the point. If the controversy 

surrounding Frey’s work serves to shed any light on the debate about representing truth in 

personal narrative, it is that it demonstrates that a factual representation of events is not the sole 

purpose of personal narrative. This watershed moment in the discourse on personal narrative 

therefore only reaffirms that the relevance and importance of personal narrative is its self-

reflexive exploration of its mode of communication, its exploration and examination of the 

nature of experiential truth. Keeping in mind the aim of personal narrative, what the Frey 

controversy more interestingly further illuminates is how the pact of personal narrative is reliant 

not just on the writers but also on the readers. Frey’s case is a prime example of how this pact 

has been broken, not only because Frey abandoned it by creating a work of autofiction masked as 

memoir, but because the public, through their questioning of the factuality of his work, 

                                                 
144 On January 26, 2006, Oprah Winfrey invited Frey back on to her show (after having had him on in praise of his 

work) to castigate him in front of an angry studio audience; multiple news sources wrote articles shaming him 
for lying; and his publisher, Doubleday, offered to reimburse readers who purchased the book. 
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demonstrated their unwillingness to accept experiential truth as the truth in personal narrative.145  

Tentativeness or outright unwillingness to accept experiential truth as the truth in 

personal narrative is of little wonder, however, since it is a complicated agreement. As discussed 

earlier, the pact asks that the readers suspend their disbelief, which is an agreement well 

established and easily made in the reading of fiction.146 But because there is, as Shen and Xu 

note, an “external reality” to nonfiction, readers of personal narrative are asked to suspend their 

belief in the “facts” in order to explore along with the writer an internal reality. This reality, this 

experiential truth, is more complex than the facts alone, not just in its subjective viewpoint, but 

in its inseparable ties to memory. As Smith and Watson write: 

[Autobiography] depends on access to memory to tell a retrospective narrative of the past 
and to situate the present within that experiential history. Memory is thus both the source 
and the authenticator of autobiographical acts.147 

 
This idea of authenticity, along with the pact, ultimately leaves personal narrative at the mercy of 

memory, which further subjects its believability to intense scrutiny. As literary critic Alfred 

Hornung suggests in “Fantasies of the Autobiographical Self: Thomas Bernhard, Raymond 

Federman, Samuel Beckett,” personal narrative that aims to represent experiential truth as the 

truth is completely farcical. He writes:  

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                 
145 “Autofiction,” a term coined by Serge Doubrovsky (1977), is a form in which writers manipulate and restructure 

the past in order to create a cohesive narrative, often adding in fictitious elements or events for the sake of 
storytelling, and thereby is a blending of personal narrative and fiction. 

146 “Willing suspension of disbelief,” as coined by Samuel Taylor Coleridge (1817), refers to the agreement between 
a fiction writer and his or her reader where the reader agrees not to pass judgment on the work’s plausibility in 
return for the entertainment provided by the writer. 

147 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography, 16. 
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If conventional autobiographies could be regarded as the proper medium for the realistic 
representation of a self and for the narrative recovery of past events from the perspective 
of the present, contemporary autobiographical texts stress the illusory nature of such 
mythopoeic endeavours. Due to the breakdown of a clear demarcation between reality 
and fiction or reality and imagination, the traditional conception of the autobiographical 
genre has lost its degree of certainty and truth.148 

 
Personal narrative cannot and, more importantly, does not aim to represent the truth. What both 

writers and readers must remember is that personal narrative instead works as an exploration and 

examination of the question of experiential truth. Rather than relying on the pact or a promise of 

authenticity, contemporary personal narrative must self-reflexively reconceptualize its aims. In 

both moving away from romanticizing the past or creating works of autofiction, personal 

narrative must work to disrupt previous notions of its ability to represent the truth by looking 

more closely at what experiential truth means, how memory works to construct this notion of 

truth, and how to become more truthful through an acceptance that there is no singular truth.  

Because experiential truth is necessarily biased, writers of personal narrative must first 

address the subjectivity of their accounts for their readers, which they accomplish in two ways. 

First, through the use of first-person narration, writers both offer authenticity and undermine it 

by making implicit to the readers that they are looking through a personal, and therefore biased, 

lens. Secondly, through the use of the past tense, writers can underline the fact that they are 

writing retrospectively, which further complicates the notion of truthful, accurate account.149 

Because of this position of first-person-past narration, personal narrative is positioned from the 

outset to explore the impossibility of accurately recounting experiences—that is, of trying to 

                                                 
148 Alfred Hornung, “Fantasies of the Autobiographical Self: Thomas Bernhard, Raymond Federman, Samuel 

Beckett,” Journal of Beckett Studies 11.12 (1989): 91. 
149 Of course, not all personal narratives are written using the past tense. However, in the use of such descriptions 

as, “It is 1986 and I am thirty years old,” the reader is led to the same conclusion that the writer is writing 
retrospectively. 
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accurately re-member memories of past events that have been dis-membered by a retrospective 

viewpoint. But writers in this genre must take a step forward, and not fall prey to the notion of 

presenting their lives neatly, concisely, authoritatively, a concern of Paul de Man when he asks, 

“Can we not suggest that the autobiographical project may itself produce and determine the life 

[…]?”150 

Writers of personal narrative must therefore work to expose and to analyze the 

ambiguity—the uncertainty—of the question of the truth of a life in order to become more 

truthful in relating stories of personal experience. As Smith and Watson note: 

In life narratives […], narrators struggle to find ways of telling about suffering that defies 
language and understanding; they struggle to reassemble memories so dreadful they must 
be repressed for human beings to survive and function in life. In such narratives, the 
problem of recalling and recreating a past life involves organizing the inescapable but 
often disabling force of memory and negotiating its fragmentary intrusions with 
increasing, if partial, understanding.151 

 
Indeed, not only does much contemporary personal narrative explore past traumatic events, it 

also reveals the way in which trauma begets trauma due to an individual’s inability to fully 

comprehend the past because of retrospective subjectivity and possible corrosion of memory. 

This double-edged sword of aiming to represent the truth of a life while recognizing the 

intangibility of such an endeavor is ultimately the goal of contemporary personal narrative. In the 

exploration of the illusory nature of memory, authors of personal narrative are able to become 

more truthful in their representation of experiential truth. 

As is evident in the work of memoirist Carolyn Kraus, contemporary writers of personal 

narrative are working to explore the limitations of fragmented memory, the ability of personal 

narrative to represent the truth of a life, and the greater question of what constitutes this truth. In 
                                                 
150 Paul de Man, “Autobiography as De-facement,” MLN 94.5 (1979): 920. 
151 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography, 21–2. 
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her essay “Proof of Life: Memoir, Truth, and Documentary Evidence,” Kraus addresses these 

questions through an analysis of her own memoir, using as an example of the problem of 

memory and truth the moment when she encountered her homeless father. In her memoir, she 

describes him as: 

[…] a slight, bent man wearing enormous purple-striped running shoes and walking 
through an alley in the rain […] with one hand he pushed a grocery cart heaped high with 
old clothes. In his other hand, he held a copy of Tolstoy’s On the Meaning of Life, and he 
studied it, his head bent low.152 

 
She proceeds to reveal that these details are not exactly factual, confessing: 

The big feet are clear in my memory, but I can’t swear it was raining, or that my father 
wore running shoes, or that the book was Tolstoy, though I know he was fond of Tolstoy. 
It had been depressing to discover my eighty-six-year-old father scavenging among the 
dumpsters of Los Angeles. Maybe that’s why the sky is overcast in my memory, and it 
might as well have been raining. My manuscript included memory-filtered accounts of 
long-vanished events. It was crammed with recollected and invented dialogue. Many 
details were based on impressions. For all that, the memoir was decidedly not fiction. 
This point mattered to me.153 

 
While Kraus is careful to delineate the ways in which she sought out the facts in writing her 

memoir by scouring old documents and letters, and traveling from the United States to Russia 

and Belarus, the point she comes to at the end of her journey is that the feeling of truth is often 

more tangible than factual details, and undoubtedly more important in personal narrative. 

This sort of feeling one’s past, of recognizing the emotion inherent in subjective 

experiential truth, is something to consider in the discourse on personal narrative—and in 

memory itself. Kraus’s work illustrates how contemporary writers of personal narrative play with 

the questions of what is truth and what is fact in order to come to a greater understanding of how 

experiences are reconstructed, and therefore how they can be represented. When Kraus reveals 

                                                 
152 Carolyn Kraus, “Proof of Life: Memoir, Truth, and Documentary Evidence,” Biography 31.2 (2008): 245. 
153 Ibid., 246. 
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that her prior knowledge of her father’s literary tastes implanted in her memory that he was 

holding a book by Tolstoy, she underlines that it is difficult to differentiate between emotion and 

fact, especially from a retrospective viewpoint. Similarly, when she notes that she was not certain 

that it was raining when she met her father, but that she felt as though it should be raining based 

on her overwhelming sense of sadness at seeing her elderly homeless father, she further speaks to 

the emotional cloudiness of memory. While Kraus does not question these memories within her 

memoir itself, her work nonetheless reveals the subjectivity of personal experience. She believed 

that her father was reading Tolstoy, that he wore purple striped running shoes, and that it was 

raining. Those ephemeral details are the truth of her experience, both in the moment and 

recollected, which work to reveal what she had previously thought of her father and how 

eventually meeting him affected her. Those details, she clearly demonstrates, need not be 

evidentially factual, but rather true to her feelings, to herself. As Eakin notes, in a discussion of 

Mary Karr’s The Liars’ Club: 

[…] what seems to count most for her is her memory’s report of what she once thought 
and felt; this is the past she seeks to reconstruct, and only she can be the arbiter of its 
truth. That is to say that for Karr […] the allegiance to truth that is the central, defining 
characteristic of memoir is less an allegiance to a factual record that biographers and 
historians could check than an allegiance to remembered consciousness and its unending 
succession of identity states, an allegiance to the history of one’s self.154 

 
 
 
Defying Language and Understanding:  
Experiential Truth and Visuality in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee 

Kraus’s memoir and subsequent essay illuminate the problematic in personal narrative of writers 

being faced with questions about how to represent the truth of a life that is indelibly marked by 

                                                 
154 Paul John Eakin, “What Are We Reading When We Read Autobiography?” Narrative 12.2 (2004): 125.  
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“memory-filtered accounts of long-vanished events.”155 As discussed earlier, these questions are 

always already necessarily addressed in the use of first-person-past narration and, as Kraus 

demonstrates, writers of personal narrative make purposeful decisions about how to represent 

their stories in “an allegiance to the history of one’s self.”156 Where these elements already work 

as a self-reflexive exploration of personal narrative through their illumination of the subjectivity 

of experiential truth, through the use of visuality, writers are able to take a step forward in the 

aims of personal narrative by addressing what Smith and Watson note as the “struggle to find 

ways of telling about suffering that defies language and understanding.”157 Through the use of 

visual elements, writers of personal narrative are not only able to explore how visuality is 

connected to memory-making and memory-recording, but further, they are able include the 

readers in their search for experiential truth by allowing them to literally see alongside them how 

this truth is negotiated by both emotion and evidence.  

 Dictee, the personal narrative of postmodern writer and artist Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, is 

interesting to examine in this context in that it pointedly includes the reader in its exploration of 

experiential truth through the inclusion of various visual elements. Rather than emulating the 

trope of biography, where a spread of photographs in the middle of the text serves as 

documentary evidence of the author-protagonist’s existence, Cha’s use of images instead works 

to upset the notion of document as fact. By littering her text with photographs, art, charts, maps, 

film stills, and scanned handwritten pages alongside writing in English, French, Korean, and 

Chinese, she presents a disjointed collection of various documents entangled with her textual 

narrative. In so doing, her work not only exposes and questions the “fragmentary intrusions” of 

                                                 
155 Kraus, “Proof of Life,” 245. 
156 Eakin, “What Are We Reading When We Read Autobiography?” 125. 
157 Smith and Watson, Reading Autobiography, 22. 
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memory, it offers a critical examination of personal narrative’s aim to re-member dis-membered 

memories in order to cull self-knowledge from an exploration of the past.158 Instead of 

presenting her narrative as a cohesive experiential truth, with all its inherent questions and 

feeling of the past, Cha moves forward to disrupt this notion; she challenges a cohesive 

representation of the truth of a life through a critique of the idea of a fixed self-knowledge and 

thus that there can be “an allegiance to the history of one’s self,” through questioning the idea 

that an “external reality” can serve as a barometer of truth, and finally through exposing the 

congruency of document and experience in memory.159  

 Much of the attention Dictee has garnered since its 1982 publication has focused on its 

non-normative narrative structure. Both its critics and publishers generally agree that while the 

work is structurally framed by the nine Greek muses after whom its chapters are named, this 

frame is disrupted by Cha’s use of non-contextualized visual elements, inserted seemingly at 

random throughout the text.160 They argue that this fractured frame creates a non-normative 

reading experience, which works as Cha’s commentary on the confusion of constructing and 

representing her identity as a woman immigrant caught between cultures. For this very reason, 

Dictee is increasingly taught in universities, especially in Asian American studies departments in 

the United States, and has started gaining greater attention from the academy. While certainly the 

focus on these aspects of her work continues to be important, I will assert that Dictee does far 

more than relate the woman-immigrant experience or even the fragmentariness of memory alone. 

Through the use of visual elements, Dictee presents itself as a discursive structure, offering the 

                                                 
158 Ibid. 
159 Eakin, “What Are We Reading When We Read Autobiography?” 125. Shen and Xu, “Intratextuality, 

Extratextuality, Intertextuality,” 45. 
160 Dictee has been published by three publishers, Tanam Press (1982), Third Woman Press (1995), and the 

University of California Press (2001).  
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reader a position from which to both participate in and question the construction and 

representation of experiential truth. 

 Before addressing the visual elements of Cha’s work, I would first like to further explore 

the criticism about her narrative frame. As stated above, while Cha’s work is often considered to 

be framed by the muses, in her article “The Concentric Circles of Dictee: Reclaiming Women’s 

Voices through Mothers’ and Daughters’ Stories,” literary critic Michelle Black Wester argues 

that this is a false reading of Dictee. She asserts that Cha intentionally misleads her readers in 

order to call their attention to the fact that her work is a non-Western narrative that speaks of 

Korean folklore and history. She explains that in changing the muse Euterpe to Elitere: 

Cha provides a clue to uncovering this false epic structure […] [and] thus challenges her 
readers to search beyond their Western knowledge of Greek mythology, and to learn from 
the images that she provides in order to read a text of Korean and Western tradition.161 

 
Wester’s intention in pointing out this aspect of Dictee is to draw attention to the work’s Korean 

focus, a point she argues is not given enough attention in critical analyses of Dictee. Though she 

writes that the work is of both “Korean and Western tradition,” in her article, she stresses that 

Cha did not intend to only reflect upon her immigrant experience, or a blending of Eastern and 

Western traditions, but rather more emphatically and importantly upon the formation of a self 

that is bound by Korean folklore and history. 

 To this end, Wester reads Cha’s work as a version of the Korean Princess Pali myth. The 

myth, she explains, tells of a king and queen who are suffering from a deadly curse for banishing 

their seven daughters out of anger over not having a male heir. Their youngest daughter, the 

forgiving Princess Pali, ventures to the land of the dead for a cure to save her parents and reunite 

                                                 
161 Michelle Black Wester, “The Concentric Circles of Dictee: Reclaiming Women’s Voices Through Mothers and 

Daughters’ Stories,” Journal of Asian American Studies 10.2 (2007): 170–71. 
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her family. Once there, she receives ten pouches and a bowl with instructions, from which she 

learns that with nine she can save her mother, and that she is to keep the final pouch and bowl for 

herself. Wester writes, “The circular shape of the bowl and the tenth pouch symbolize a 

continuation of the mother’s story. Like the bowl that holds all the pouches, Cha has structured 

her text to hold women’s stories.”162 Wester elaborates her reading by claiming that although 

male Korean figures appear in Dictee, as in the Princess Pali myth, it is the mothers’ stories that 

ultimately offer a central point from which the story can continue; she claims that when Cha 

writes, “a circle within a circle, a a [sic] series of concentric circles,” she is thereby offering her 

work as a circular narrative.163 Dictee, she asserts, “is a collaboration of women’s stories, meant 

to stimulate multiple interpretations of history, character, and identity.”164  

 But where Wester argues that Cha’s work is meant to “stimulate multiple interpretations” 

and is of both “Korean and Western tradition,” in her insistence on a concentric circular reading, 

she ultimately pushes for a Korean focus, which stifles the goal of Cha’s work. For while Wester 

argues that when Cha writes, “To begin there. There. In Media Res,” that Cha is again pointing to 

a circular read with the mothers’ stories at its midpoint, she neglects to note that in using this 

phrase Cha can also be seen as referencing the traditional epic structure that she first establishes 

by using the muses as chapter titles.165 Dictee offers both a Western left-to-right and a circular 

reading pattern, and can further be seen as providing yet another reading possibility: an Eastern 

right-to-left read. While all of Cha’s printed text, both in English and French, move her narrative 

along in a Western reading pattern, in her use of visual elements, she can be seen as pointing to a 

                                                 
162 Ibid., 170. 
163 Ibid., 173. 
164 Ibid., 170. 
165 Theresa Hak Kyung Cha, Dictee (Berkeley, CA: Third Woman Press, 1995), 174. 
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reversal of this pattern. As Wester notes, the cover image of Dictee (Fig. 17), encourages the 

readers’ eyes to move from right to left due to the heaviness of the ancient pyramid on the far 

right of the image.166 Similarly, the scanned image of the Chinese characters found within the 

text (Fig. 18), from left to right read “mother” and “father,” which Wester notes is atypical for 

Chinese language and culture, where “father” would always precede “mother.”167 While Wester 

reads both of these images as evidence of Cha’s focus on Korean folklore and history in order to 

support her claims to Dictee offering a circular read, I propose they point to more than this. In 

suggesting a right-to-left read through these images, Cha is further toying with normative reading 

patterns.  

 Following this assumption, the lack of contextualization of the various textual and visual 

material presented in Dictee offers yet an additional reading. While the work is sectioned into 

chapters, which seems to suggest topical cohesion and chronology, the images and text found 

within each chapter are ultimately not strongly connected with one another, nor contextualized 

within the larger narrative. As literary critic Anne Anlin Cheng notes in “Memory and Anti-

Documentary Desire in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee,” “[it] hardly offers itself as a 

comprehensive or reliable source of information. Conspicuously lacking in proper 

documentation, Cha gives her reader evidences divorced from their testimonies.”168 Because the 

various information in Dictee is presented in a seemingly haphazard and decontextualized way, it 

allows for each piece of information to be viewed as its own (in)complete work and therefore 

able to be read in any combination with any of the other pieces. In fact, in Dictee’s original 

                                                 
166 Wester, “The Concentric Circles of Dictee,” 171. 
167 Ibid., 177. 
168 Anne Anlin Cheng, “Memory and Anti-Documentary Desire in Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee,” Theory, 

Culture, and Criticism 23.4 (Winter 1998): 122. 
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Cha, Dictee: Fig. 17: (top) cover image, and Fig. 18: (bottom) “mother” and “father” (26–27)  
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printing, Cha insisted that the book should have neither a back barcode nor page numbers, both 

of which further suggest that she intended her work to be read starting from any point and 

moving in any direction.   

 Therefore, by first establishing a familiar epic structure and left-to-right reading pattern, 

then destabilizing it by suggesting a circular and a right-to-left reading pattern, then a lack of 

pattern altogether, Cha ultimately offers her text as Western and Eastern, linear and circular, a 

work truly “meant to stimulate multiple interpretations.”169 In offering this multiplicity of ways 

in which her work can be read, Cha can be seen as commenting on the aims of personal narrative 

to represent experiential truth. In playing with narrative form, Cha illustrates how the truth of a 

life is rather impossible to coherently organize. She uses the form of her work to showcase how 

although we strive to categorize and organize both evidential and memorial information in “an 

allegiance to the history of one’s self,” as Eakin phrases it, that the truth of a life can always be 

seen from different perspectives and can therefore only ever be constantly negotiated.170   

 While the form of her work already self-reflexively explores personal narrative in its 

disrupting of cohesion, her content further questions the aims of personal narrative in its 

discourse on identity creation, testament, and document. First, Cha’s use of English, French, 

Korean, and Chinese speaks to the question of identity insofar as it is bound to language. While 

this at once works to highlight her confusion of self-identity instigated by her upbringing in a 

culture foreign to the one in which she was born and to which she has familial and cultural ties, 

and is further complicated by her having been educated in French, the use of multiple languages 

also works to expose the discrepancy between text and image. By placing images of Korean and 
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Chinese characters in her English and French typeset text, she pointedly shows the reader the 

trauma of self-identity that she faced existing between languages and cultures and, at the same 

time, includes the reader in her struggle. While Wester argues that Cha’s use of various languages 

“confronts one with the feeling of separation from the text, anxiety of not knowing the meaning, 

and loneliness or isolation from others who do know the meaning,” I posit that it works instead 

to bring the reader closer to understanding Cha’s feeling of being between national and cultural 

identities—that is, closer to her experiential truth.171 For even a reader who understands all four 

languages must work to transition between them, and one who does not must either seek out a 

translation or opt to be left in confusion. In this way, through a visual representation of different 

languages compiled together, Cha explores the idea not only of fractured identity, but also of the 

ability of personal narrative to represent the truth of a person’s identity; she does not merely tell 

the story of her confusion of being between languages and cultures but creates an exhibition of it 

for her readers.  

And yet, in continuing her exploration of the visual as it is connected to identity and 

experiential truth, Cha disrupts any sense of her readers experiencing this exploration alongside 

her. By presenting images of handwritten text, she prompts the reader question the experiential 

reliability she or he has been encouraged to feel in being offered the exhibition of various 

languages. To further complicate the search for a claimed identity, Cha uses handwritten text to 

lead her readers to question both the idea of a fixed self-knowledge and an “external reality” as a 

barometer of truth. Primarily, by including photocopied pages of her own notes (Fig. 19), where 

she tries out ideas, crossing out passages and adding in phrases, she shows her readers the 

process of her thoughts in creating Dictee. By illuminating how she decided to tell her story, how 
                                                 
171 Ibid., 173. 
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she made decisions about word choice, phrasing, and order, she prompts her readers to consider 

that personal narrative is always nuanced by the writer, and therefore that the idea of a singular 

truthful representation is an impossibility. These pages of course also serve to reflect upon the 

idea presented by de Man that perhaps the writer “produces and determines the life,” and because 

of this, perhaps there is no experiential truth outside of each singular ephemeral moment of 

recollection.172 

Cha’s inclusion of the letter from “a friend” (Fig. 20), further speaks to the idea of the 

ambiguity and temporality of truth in personal experience. The letter, addressed to Laura Clayton 

from “a friend,” informs Laura about her sister’s erratic and suicidal behavior, which “a friend” 

feels Laura is unaware of. Cha’s inclusion of this letter in particular, with its sloppy, hurried 

handwriting, addresses the question of truth in experience in multiple ways: first, the truth as “a 

friend” presents it to Laura is situated in opposition to what he or she thinks Laura knows about 

her sister’s life; second, the messy handwriting indicates that the view is not only personal, but 

also possibly a highly emotional account of events; and finally, the truth of the sister’s life lies 

outside the realm of the letter except through anecdotes from “a friend.” Cha uses this letter to 

highlight the discrepancy between what we individually think we know about one another and 

what another’s truth actually is; the suggestion is that perhaps it is impossible to truly see another 

person at all or, at most, highly subjectively. For not only is the letter hearsay, the hurriedness of 

the handwriting points to the idea that emotions can overwhelm our opinions and cloud the truth 

in experience, ideas that harken back to Kraus’s discussion of the feeling of truth. But Cha’s 

inclusion of this letter goes even further than individual relationships by calling into question the 

truth of a life; the differential opinions of “a friend” and Laura in regards to Laura’s sister 
                                                 
172 de Man, “Autobiography as De-facement,” 920. 
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Cha, Dictee: Fig. 19: (top) notes (121–22), and Fig. 20: (bottom) letter from “a friend” (147–48) 
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suggest the impossibility of knowing the truth of a life from outside of it. 

 To further explore the idea of an “external reality” as a barometer for truth, Cha uses 

documented evidence of the past, including photographs of her family members, a map of Korea, 

antiquated medical charts, and an etching of a Greek goddess. Again, as in the trope of 

biography, all of these visual elements can be seen as Cha offering proof of the facts of her past, 

but instead, she uses this assumption to address the unreliability of documents. The two 

photographs of her mother that appear within Dictee, the first of her as a young woman in 

Western dress (Fig. 21) and the other of her as an old woman in traditional Korean dress (Fig. 

22), underline Cha’s motivation in including documents in her work. The photographs call 

attention to the process and performativity of identity in order to further draw attention to the 

temporality of experiential truth. Cha prompts her reader to consider that in the same way that 

her mother has changed over time, so too do other documents; by visually depicting how maps 

are subject to change, medical advancements discredit previous techniques, and religious 

systems die out, Cha suggests that the way in which we look at and believe in the documented 

past also changes as time passes.  

 Additionally, Cha uses false and decontextualized documents within her text to further 

toy with the notion of evidence as factual. The first of these is the epigraph to Dictee that she 

attributes to Sappho. It reads, “May I write words more naked than flesh, / stronger than bone, 

more resilient than / sinew, sensitive than nerve.” That these are not Sappho’s words, but Cha’s, 

not only raises the question of Cha’s own reliability that she later reiterates by including pages of 

her notes, but points the readers to question document as fact.173 She pushes this idea forward 

with the only Korean writing found in Dictee (Fig. 23). A black-and-white image on the opening 
                                                 
173 Kristina Julie Chew (1995), among others, have noted that these words are not Sappho’s. 
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page of her work, it reads, “I miss you mother. / I am hungry. / I want to go home.”174 In her 

article “Postmodernism, Readers, and Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee,” literary critic Juliana 

Spahr claims because the image is not contextualized by Cha, it has given rise to multiple 

arguments about its origin. She asserts that while many scholars have read it as the desperate 

carvings of a Korean miner during the Japanese occupation of Korea, others insist that its 

grammar, which points to its being written after the Korean liberation, suggests that it is a fake 

meant to stimulate an emotional response in support of a newfound Korean nationalism.175 

Coupled with the inclusion of a film still from Carl Dreyer’s 1928 La Passion de Jeanne d’Arc 

(Fig. 24), Cha offers that not only should document and experience be subject to the same 

critique, but that they are inextricably intertwined. Like the Korean carvings, the iconic image 

from Dreyer’s film underscores the interconnectedness of fact and emotion. As both Joan of Arc 

and not Joan of Arc, it works to further assert that the evidential is corruptible as it melds with 

emotion and memory. In this way, Cha asks her reader to question whether there is really a 

distinction between fact and experience or proof and memory, given that both seem to have the 

same fate of changing as time advances and of being subject to personal interpretation. 

And finally, Cha directly addresses the problem of memory within Dictee through 

writing, expanding what she already accomplishes visually in her work. By entitling her work 

Dictee, she raises the questions of dictation and authorship, and in so doing, asks the reader to 

ponder who is offering the dictation and who is writing it down. Her work ultimately questions 

     

                                                 
174 Cha, Dictee, ii. This is Spahr’s translation; alternatively, it can be read, “Mother, I miss you. I am hungry. I want 

to go home” (Wester 172). 
175 Juliana Spahr, “Postmodernism, Readers, and Theresa Hak Kyung Cha’s Dictee,” College Literature 23.3 

(1996): 38–9. 
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Clockwise from top left: Cha, Dictee: Fig. 21: young mother (44);  
Fig. 22: elderly mother (59); Fig. 23: Korean wall writing (ii);  
and Fig. 24: Dreyer’s Joan of Arc (157) 
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whether there are two selves or “voices,” if one is the voice of another, and if so, who this other  

is; how far the dictation is from its source; and if it can be believed after all.176 In this way, she 

prompts her readers to scrutinize memory-making and memory-recording, and invites them to 

question both as filtered accounts. She asks, “Qu’est ce qu’on a vu / Cette vue qu’est ce qu’on a 

vu / enfin. Vu Et. Cette vue. Qu’est ce que c’est enfin.”177 By asking what has been seen finally, 

she asks her readers to see with her that perhaps there is no finality, no answer. Dictee works to 

reinforce that documents, experience, and memories all corrupt any sense of finality or truth of a 

life, and yet, their constantly evolving negotiation are all we have.  

 

The Advancement of Personal Narrative Comics 

Cha’s toying with the congruency of evidence and experience as it is bound to visuality can be 

seen as a jumping-off point from which personal narrative comics move forward in the self-

reflexive exploration of personal narrative. While, through the use of disruptive and 

decontextualized images, Cha leads her readers to an understanding that the seeming binary of 

evidence and experience is faulty and that a cohesive truth is impossible, comics further explores 

experiential truth through the employment of multiple layers of visual, and often textual, 

information presented simultaneously and congruently through comics style. This leveling of 

distinction between evidence and experience in comics suggests narrative cohesion and recovery, 

and works to offer the readers a feeling of closeness to the story by situating them as a witness to 

this process, and yet, at the same time, it reveals the hermeneutic impossibility representing 

experiential truth. 
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 Comics often relate stories through the combination of sequential paneled images and text 

that are set apart from each other by gutters of space, which from the outset offers comics a 

particular means of commenting on the ambiguity of the question of truthful representation. As 

comics scholars Hillary Chute and Marianne DeKoven write: 

[…] the diegetical horizon of each page, made up of what are essentially boxes of time, 
offers graphic narrative a representational mode capable of addressing complex political 
and historical issues with an explicit, formal degree of self-awareness.178  

 
These “boxes of time,” create a different kind of reading experience from strictly textual personal 

narrative. Held within the panels are images of a particular moment of the authors’ past, each one 

a box of time, which work to visually depict for the readers the authors’ fragmented vision of 

their past. These images achieve a particular goal: not only can the readers of comics gain a 

wealth of visual information from the images within the frames, an argument I will develop in 

the following pages, but also they are constantly visually confronted with what is being excluded 

from the images and what is missing between the panels. While the panels call the readers’ 

“attention to the compulsion to transcend the frame in the act of seeing […] reveal[ing] [their] 

limited, obstructed vision,” the gutters further highlight that their vision is blocked; the panels 

constrain what is in their scope and the gutters encourage the readers to consider the gaps in 

events between the panels.179  

 Both these elements, the exclusion and gaps, create an important commentary on the 

ability of representing truth in personal narrative in that they point to the subjectivity of personal 

experience and the disjointedness of memory; each make the readers constantly aware that they 

                                                 
178 Hillary Chute and Marianne DeKoven, “Introduction: Graphic Narrative,” Modern Fiction Studies 52.4 (2006): 

769. 
179 Marianne Hirsch, “Editor’s Column: Collateral Damage,” Modern Language Association of America 119.5 
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are only able to see what they are being shown, that is, what the author both remembers and 

chooses to reveal. Because of their limited vision, the readers are poised to question what is 

outside and between the frames, to ponder if there is more to the story, and to actively participate 

in re-membering the disjointed boxes; they must work to keep pace with the narrative, though 

there are pieces missing, bridging the gaps in information for themselves. As Thierry Groensteen 

explains, “More than a zone on the paper [the gutter] is the interior screen on which every reader 

projects the missing image (or images).”180 In these ways, the readers are further prompted to 

question the way in which memory works and to ponder the possibility of representing truth in 

ways other than the manner in which the author has offered his or her experiential truth. 

The obstructed vision created by the boxes and the gutters also works to comment on the 

debate about the ability to truthfully represent trauma within personal narrative. According to 

memory studies scholar Cathy Caruth, the experience of trauma is so precisely temporal that it is 

impossible for the victims to comprehend what has happened in the moment of trauma, and 

further, to fully understand why they have survived and what it means to have survived. She 

writes, “What returns to haunt the victim […] is not only the reality of the violent event, but also 

the reality of the way that its violence has not yet been fully known.”181 The paneled images and 

the gutter space within comics serve to reveal the nature of trying to understand something that is 

unknowable; the spatial layout of comics works as a diagram of this problematic, revealing parts 

of the equation, parts of the experience, but never a final solution. In this way, comics also points 

to the idea that perhaps trauma cannot ever be truthfully represented because in its inability to be 

                                                 
180 Thierry Groensteen, The System of Comics, trans. Bart Beaty and Nick Nguyen (Jackson, MS: UP Mississippi, 
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fully grasped, it suspends the categories of true and false; comics offers instead that perhaps the 

only means of getting close to the truth of trauma is exactly what it offers the reader: fragmented 

pieces of information and the gaps in between, but never a fully re-membered story. The spatial 

layout of comics therefore not only works as a commentary on our efforts to understand 

traumatic events and to reconstruct memory, it also serves to tie the two ideas together; through 

restrained vision and gaps, comics calls the reader to ponder the difference between seeing and 

not seeing, of knowing and not knowing—the very fundamentals of remembering, 

reconstructing, and making sense of the past. Through visual representation, comics literally 

shows the reader that in the search for truth there are constantly things that are unclear, 

subjective, unknowable, or just simply missing in our memories of events.  

Through the use of images, comics is further able to incite an affective experience in the 

readers, drawing them into the story and at the same time prompting them to consider how 

feeling influences their interpretation of experience. As art critic Jill Bennett notes: 

[While] words can be put into the service of sense memory, vision has a very different 
relationship to affective experience, experience which whilst it cannot be spoken as it is 
felt, may register visually. The eye can often function as a mute witness through which 
events register as eidetic memory images imprinted with sensation.182  

 
Not only, as Bennett discusses, is vision engaged in the process of experiencing and registering 

memory, it can work to recount these experiences and memories in a method distinct from 

language. Comics employs images for both of these reasons: to explore how personal truth is 

experienced and thereby the possibilities of effectively recounting it. In his presentation at the 

2002 University of Florida Conference on Comics and Graphic Novels, comics artist Joe Sacco 
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spoke about an interview he conducted with a Palestinian former detainee of the Israeli military 

for Palestine, a journalistic account of his experiences of the Israeli-Palestinian conflict. After 

hearing the detainee’s descriptions of his torture, including his being forced to wear a hood 

soaked in urine, being tied up in uncomfortable positions and sleep-deprived for days, Sacco was 

confronted with the decision of how to visually depict not just the external, but also the internal 

torture to which the man was subjected. He said: 

At a certain time, he began to hallucinate and imagine things and he was almost 
beginning to lose his mind […] So, as I was drawing I was thinking how am I going to 
emphasize this to sort of add some impact. So, what I started doing was, as the story 
moves along [was] putting some more panels on a page, basically to make his situation 
more claustrophobic, to sort of reduce him and reduce the world he’s in, reduce the box 
(Figs. 25–28).183 

 
 Though Sacco’s work is not purely personal narrative, his revelation of his method 

illuminates how comics can effectively use the visual to represent traumatic events nontextually. 

What Sacco accomplishes in these panels goes beyond a mere visual depiction of this detainee’s 

and his country’s trauma; his drawings of the hooded prisoner work to spark an affective 

response in the reader. Not only does Sacco offer the reader an entry point to experience along 

with the detainee his memories of physical torture through a visual play-by-play of events, in his 

reduction of the panel size and increasing the number of panels per page, he simulates for the 

reader the feeling of claustrophobic entrapment that the detainee experienced emotionally.184  

 Where it could be argued that affective experience in reading and relating to images is 

diminished in comics because comics uses nonrealistic depictions rather than photographs or 

photorealistic drawings, on the level of relating human emotional indicators, this has been argued 
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to be inaccurate. As Ed S. Tan asserts in “The Telling Face in Comic Strip and Graphic Novel,” 

“Characters’ emotions are easy to recognize because readers apply the same cues as they do in 

recognizing emotion in real life.”185 Further, as Scott McCloud notes in Understanding Comics, 

rather than diminishing the experience and transmission of personal and cultural trauma, 

cartoons actually aid in this process. He claims: 

When two people interact, they usually look directly at one another, seeing their partner’s 
features in vivid detail. Each one also sustains a constant awareness of his or her own 
face, but this mind picture is not nearly so vivid; just a sketchy arrangement… a sense of 
shape… a sense of general placement. Something as simple and as basic—as a cartoon. 
Thus, when you look at a photo or realistic drawing of a face—you see it as a face of 
another. But when you enter the world of the cartoon—you see yourself.186  

 
McCloud’s assumption that cartoonish representations allow a reader to envision him- or herself 

in the place of the characters, and to possibly become more affected by the images presented in 

the story, is interesting, if seemingly paradoxical. By using comic “everyman” images, where the 

detail is missing, comics offers readers the ability to supplement what they are being shown with 

their own sense of reality, thereby placing themselves and their experience in the story. 

And yet, while comics utilizes the idea offered by Bennett that the visual can offer a 

“different relationship with affective experience,” it also plays with this notion.187 Rather than 

simply adhering to the idea that images can register for the reader in an immediate manner that is 

oppositional to reading text, comics toys with this supposition in order to question it and to 

further engage with the reader.188 Comics utilizes this “perception” of “no appreciable time” in 

order to comment on the distinction between the personal narrative comic and textually based  

                                                 
185 Ed S. Tan, “The Telling Face in Comic Strip and Graphic Novel,” in The Graphic Novel, ed. Jan Baetens 

(Leuven, Belgium: Leuven UP, 2001), 35. 
186 Scott McCloud, Understanding Comics: The Invisible Art (New York: Paradox Press, 2000), 35–6 (emphasis in 

original). 
187 Jill Bennett, “The Aesthetics of Sense Memory,” 28. 
188 For further discussion on the use of time in comics, see chapter 3. 
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Sacco, Palestine: Figs. 25–28 (105–108) 
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personal narrative in order to question its own goal of furthering truthful representation through 

the use of the visual.189 Simultaneously, as shown above, comics also employs this perception as 

a strategy to engage the reader in the story by leading him to believe that images are more 

immediate than textual language, and perhaps more closely linked to the manner in which the 

writer both experienced and recalls his memories.  

 These self-reflexive elements offer a double-play on Bennett’s idea of the “mute witness” 

and Chute and DeKoven’s concept of “boxes of time.” For example, when describing another 

element of Palestine, Sacco spoke about the incredible amount of mud and the prolific number of 

political slogans he saw painted on the walls by Palestinians in the Gaza Strip. He said:  

A prose journalist is probably going to mention these things, but he or she is not going to 
mention them at every paragraph whereas a cartoon, just by the fact that I have 
background I can play with, I can have these things, the mud, the graffiti. All of these 
things just follow the reader around wherever he or she goes in each panel so that it just 
creates an atmosphere.190  

 
Not only, as Sacco notes, does the constant presence of the mud and political posters create an 

atmosphere in his work, they also speak to the sense of time and timelessness in comics. Sacco’s 

mud and political posters work to reveal a sense of historical time as well as to offer readers a 

role as a mute witness to this history; the pervasiveness of the posters and mud also offer the 

readers a constant reminder that they are being told a story within the context of an even larger 

story, which works to call their attention, yet again, to the subjectivity of the account they feel 

they are experiencing.  

 Similar to the cartoon images, the traditional comic form of writing works to further draw 

the reader into the story, and to question this ability. Because traditional comic writing is often 

                                                 
189 W. J. T. Mitchell on G. E. Lessing in Iconology: Image, Text, Ideology (Chicago: Chicago UP, 1986), 99. 
190 Sacco, “Presentation from the 2002 UF Comics Conference,” paragraph 13. 
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employed as the textual part of the medium, rather than typeset fonts, readers are offered a way 

into the story that is unlike textual personal narrative. Through the use of handwriting, and 

sometimes various styles of handwriting, readers are urged to feel a more personal connection to 

the text. Because handwriting is humanistic and irregular, when it is used in comics, it works to 

create a diary-like feel that engages the readers with the story; and further, the sense of 

immediacy the handwriting provides offers the readers a feeling of closeness to the story, for it 

creates the sensation that they are reading an unedited, contemporary account of events. As 

Friedrich Kittler has asserted, handwriting offers a trace of the human, offering a “private 

exteriority” that lies in contrast to the “anonymous exteriority of print.”191 But this idea of the 

human trace found in handwriting is also toyed with in comics, for although it is simulated on the 

page, it is merely at best a scanned image, a copy, a simulacrum, and at worst is actually a 

typeset font created from the artist’s handwriting. So, while comics uses handwriting to suggest a 

closeness and immediacy, it also highlights how this closeness and immediacy is just an illusion. 

In these ways, comics further comments on the idea of truth in personal narrative; because 

handwriting is individualistic, readers of comics are at once made constantly aware of the 

subjectivity of the writer, that the account of events are from a singular, personal perspective, and 

at the same time that the writing is not from a diary or contemporaneous perspective but is a 

reenactment of events from a retrospective viewpoint.  

Further, when the spatial layout and various images within comics are taken together, 

readers are forced to interact with the object of comics. Rather than reading and imagining the 

story that is being presented in the typeset language of literary personal narrative, readers of 

                                                 
191 Friedrich Kittler, “Gramophone, Film, Typewriter,” trans. Dorothea von Mu

 

cke and Philippe L. Similon, in 
October 41 (1987): 108.  
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comics must learn to read differently all the elements being presented: the images, the text, and 

the layout of the work, moving from one element to the other—and also filling in the gaps of 

what is not being said or shown. As Will Eisner notes:  

The format of the comic book presents a montage of both word and image, and the reader 
is thus required to exercise both visual and verbal interpretive skills. The regimens of art 
(e.g. perspective, symmetry, brush stroke) and the regimens of literature (e.g. grammar, 
plot, syntax) become superimposed upon each other. The reading of the comic book is an 
act both of aesthetic perception and intellectual pursuit.192 

 
Through this engagement with the work, comics offers readers not just a challenge in interaction 

with understanding the structure of the object but also encourages them to further consider the 

way in which we reconstruct the past to achieve a sense of truth. As comics scholar Roberto 

Bartual notes: 

The act of reading becomes, thus, a mirror image of the act of remembering. It implies 
the same mental processes: connecting temporal events with geographical spaces and 
objects, jumping freely from one event to another and then going back to previous events, 
making inferences about chronology in base to visual and contextual data, etc.193 

 
Because comics presents different forms of communication simultaneously, readers must work to 

re-member dis-membered elements of the personal narrative to create a cohesive whole. This 

action ultimately points them to consider the various elements that make up our memories of the 

past: our own personal experiences, the stories we are told, and various documentary evidence 

that speak to a past we sometimes do not recall. Through its form, comics thus prompts readers 

to consider how all these elements come together to create our own sense of the truth.  

 

 

                                                 
192 Will Eisner, Comics and Sequential Art (Tamarac, FL: Poorhouse Press, 1985), 8. 
193 Roberto Bartual, “Towards a Panoptical Representation of Time and Memory: Chris Ware, Marcel Proust and 

Henri Bergson’s “Pure Duration,” SJoCA 1.1 (2012): 60. 
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Searching for Truth: Alison Bechdel’s Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic 

To more closely analyze how comics is able to achieve this sort of dialogue within its form, I 

will now turn to a close reading of Alison Bechdel’s 2006 Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic. In 

Fun Home, Bechdel relates the story of her life by taking her readers through vignettes of 

different periods of her self-discovery in nonlinear time, all of which are juxtaposed with a 

retrospective look at how she came to uncover her father’s closeted homosexuality. A sort of 

double coming-out story, Fun Home explores the complications in claiming sexual identity in 

two generations of heteronormative American society and points to the interconnectedness of 

human experience within trauma, “the way in which one’s own trauma is tied up with the trauma 

of another, the way in which trauma may lead, therefore, to the encounter with another, through 

the very possibility and surprise of listening to another’s wound.”194 In order to tell her story, 

Bechdel utilizes comics to profound effect in that she works in different styles of drawing to 

represent different moments of revelation, sometimes overlapping them in order to illuminate the 

discourse on truth as it is related to experience, document, and memory. In this way, Bechdel’s 

work is a prime example of how comics is at once self-reflexively able to comment on the aim 

and ability of personal narrative to represent experiential truth, and, more importantly, to speak 

to our obsessive search for discovering the truth even in its impossibility. 

Like Cha, Bechdel utilizes inserted documents to great effect in her work. Unlike Cha, 

however, Bechdel includes these documents not as disruptive images, but rather seamlessly 

presents them in the main storyline of her narrative, inciting a markedly different response in the 

reader. In particular, her use of various works of literature offer an intertextual subtext to her 

story, which draws her readers’ attention to the way in which documents effect feeling and 
                                                 
194 In Fun Home, Bechdel “forces” her father out postmortem. Caruth, Unclaimed Experience, 8. 
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memory. While she notes that literature played a great role in her relationship with her father, a 

teacher of high school English, and parallels her relationship with him to the myth of Icarus and 

Daedalus throughout her work, the most noteworthy intertextual references are those that she 

chooses to include but not to discuss. Already in the first panel of the first page of her work, 

readers are met with a young Alison, who interrupts her relaxed and reading father to play a 

game of airplane (Fig. 29). In the third panel on this page, readers are able to see Alison’s 

father’s discarded copy of Anna Karenina on the floor next to the two as they play. This 

intertextual reference is not mentioned in the text, but reveals to the reader a wealth of 

information. As the story unfolds, it is clear that Alison’s father, Bruce, is like Anna Karenina; he 

is conducting a secret, adulterous love affair, has a child who is suspicious of him and a spouse 

who turns a blind eye, and most importantly, has a reason to conceal his affair: the fear of 

societal scorn. Where the placement of Anna Karenina in the panel could be seen as Bechdel 

accomplishing what Kraus does in her memoir when she claims that her father was reading 

Tolstoy’s On the Meaning of Life, it does much more than this alone. Because this instance of 

intertextuality is coupled with other instances of Bechdel directly addressing how her 

relationship with her father was influenced by his love of literature, she points to the confusion 

and interrelation of fact and fiction in experience. Because the book’s appearance in the panel is 

not addressed, Bechdel leads her readers to wonder whether she recalls this as a memory or 

whether she is using it as a narrative ploy.  

This question of intent arises in large part due to Bechdel’s quest to understand whether 

her father’s death was a suicide and not an accident as reported. Throughout her narrative, she 

looks for clues to her father’s intentions in what he was reading, making specific note that 
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“There’s no proof [of his suicide], but there are some suggestive circumstances […] The copy of 

Camus’ A Happy Death that he’d been reading and leaving around the house in what might be 

construed as a deliberate manner.”195  This directive comment, coupled with more understated 

moments of intertextuality leads readers to further ponder whether Bechdel is using 

intertextuality as a guide for them or for herself. For example, when she describes her father’s 

obsession with restoring their home, she notes, “It was his passion. And I mean passion in every 

sense of the word.”196 Underneath this text, the reader finds an image in which Bruce is carrying 

a column for the porch of their house (Fig. 30). The manner in which his figure is bent, as well as 

the angle of the column as he carries it, calls to mind the ubiquitous image of Christ carrying the 

cross on his back. And just in case the reader has missed this overt allusion, Bechdel includes a 

floating text box to the right of her father’s figure that reads “Libidinal. Manic. Martyred.” 

Unlike the subtle comparison of Bruce to Anna Karenina, this image is quite the heavy-handed 

nod to her readers. Here, Bechdel rather obviously suggests that, like Christ, her father has a 

cross to bear and will unjustly die. In offering her readers a slow-pitched “aha moment” of 

discovery of her narrative technique, she pushes them to ponder our obsession with the narrative 

recovery of experiential truth.    

 Perhaps Bechdel’s most poignant commentary on personal narrative’s obsession with the 

truth comes through her childhood writings, which she has rewritten and inserted throughout her 

work. As self-diagnosed obsessive-compulsive, Bechdel began to keep a journal as a way to curb  

her disorder. She explains that her father told her, “Just write down what’s happening.”197 In this 

 

                                                 
195 Alison Bechdel, Fun Home: A Family Tragicomic (New York: Mariner, 2007), 27. 
196 Ibid., 7 
197 Ibid., 140. 
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Bechdel, Fun Home: Fig. 29: (top) Anna Karenina (3), and Fig. 30: (bottom) Christ-like father (7)   
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statement alone, Bechdel can be seen as commenting on personal narrative, calling her readers’ 

attention to the subjective reality of “what’s happening.” But further, she illustrates this 

subjectivity through re-creating the diary pages for her readers to see. In every entry, she writes 

“I think” after nearly every sentence, regardless of whether she is describing actions or feelings, 

and eventually creates a symbol representative of the words that she can use to cover any 

moment of uncertainty (Fig. 31). She notes, “It was sort of an epistemological crisis. How did I 

know that the things I was writing were absolutely, objectively true?”198 This confusion of truth 

she expresses both as a child in her diary, and as an adult in her commentary, are of particular 

interest in that she chooses to place the symbol over not just events, which calls into question 

how memory influences the truth in experience, but over the names of the people in her life: her 

mother, father, friends, and even herself. In so doing, Bechdel further calls into question personal 

narrative’s aims of recounting experiential truth by questioning the relational ties we have to one 

another. She asks, in essence: Do we ever really know another? Do we ever really know 

ourselves? What is it that we cannot see? Her creation of the symbol works to showcase Gertrude 

Stein’s assertion in Everybody’s Autobiography: 

It is funny this knowing being a genius, everything is funny. And identity is funny being 
yourself is funny as you are never yourself to yourself except as you remember yourself 
and then of course you do not believe yourself. That is really the trouble with an 
autobiography you do not of course you do not really believe yourself why should you, 
you know so well so very well that it is not yourself, it could not be yourself because you 
cannot remember right and if you do remember right it does not sound right and of course 
it does not sound right because it is not right. You are of course never yourself.199 

 

                                                 
198  Ibid., 141. 
199 Gertrude Stein, Everybody’s Autobiography, quoted in Sidonie Smith and Julia Watson, Reading Autobiography: 

A Guide for Interpreting Life Narratives (Minneapolis, MN: UP Minnesota, 2001), 15. 
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Bechdel, Fun Home: Fig. 31: “I think” (142–43)       
  

  

Bechdel explores these questions more fully through the use of photographs in her 

narrative. While in her main storyline she utilizes the feeling of familiarity offered by cartoon 

images, she also plays with the goal of personal narrative through her inclusion of photographs 

of her family, which she has drawn more photorealistically. Unlike the cartoonish images, the 

drawn photographs work to exclude the reader from close association with the represented 

figures, and serve to remind the reader that this is her memoir about her life. As Bechdel said in 
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an interview with Hillary Chute: 

I also like the way [the drawn photographs] anchor the story in real life—the book is 
drawn in my regular cartoony style, but the photos are drawn very realistically. It’s a way 
to keep reminding readers, these are real people. This stuff really happened.200 

 
Where Bechdel, unlike Cha, uses this trope of biography in her work, including photographs 

from school portraits to passport photos in order to assert the credibility of her work, she also 

toys with this notion by reading into the photographs herself.   

 As Rosalind Krauss discusses in “A Note on Photography and the Simulacral,” 

photography often incites a particular personal reaction in the viewer. In her discussion of Agnès 

Varda’s 1983 Une minute pour une image, a French television program that lasted one minute per 

episode and asked people to respond to a photograph, she notes that most often the photographs 

presented by Varda elicited what she terms an “it’s an x or it’s a y” response from its various 

respondents. Ranging from artists to writers to the man on the street, the respondents sought to 

discover what was in the photograph, what its story was, and in so doing, ultimately revealed 

more about themselves and their own desires or fantasies than about the photograph. As an 

example, Krauss presents photographer Deborah Turbeville’s photograph (Fig. 32) and the 

response from writer Marguerite Duras thus: 

I think she’s dead. I think she’s fake. It’s not a person; yet around the mouth there is 
something alive, a trace of speech. She is behind a windowpane. That’s not blood in her 
hand, it’s paint, perhaps it is the allegory of painting. No, she isn’t dead. She’s on top of a 
closed trunk or a door. There is a shipping label, perhaps it is her coffin. No, she isn’t 
dead. No, I don’t see her as a woman from my novels.201 

 
 

 

                                                 
200 Hillary Chute, “An Interview With Alison Bechdel,” Modern Fiction Studies 52.4 (2006): 1009. 
201 Rosalind Krauss, “A Note on Photography and the Simulacral,” October 31 (1984): 51. 
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And another, from Marie-Paule Nègre (Fig. 33), with commentary from a man on the street: 

It’s the arrival of a train, it’s the arrival of a train in a dream, a woman waits for someone 
and obviously makes a mistake about the person; the man she was waiting for obviously 
is ... he isn’t in the shot, he has aged, and she was waiting for someone much younger, 
more brilliant than the little fellow we see there. … She dreams and in her dream she is 
also much younger, at the time when her feelings developed as she would have liked to 
recover them there, now. It’s a dream that doesn’t work out.202 

 
Krauss explains, following Pierre Bourdieu’s 1965 treatise on photography, A Middle Brow Art, 

that this sort of response occurs in regards to photography because of its ties to and accessibility 

for the middle class. As such, she asserts that the most common judgment of photography can 

never be so-called properly aesthetic, but rather will always be judged in terms of identity and 

social functions.  

 What is interesting about Bechdel’s work is how she highlights this aspect of 

photography even as she asserts its believability as document. Where she presents photographs 

of her family as the proof of her pact with her readers, she undermines this through presenting a 

panel that shows her father trying to coerce the family to pose in front of their newly restored 

home (Fig. 34). Above the panel she writes, “He used his skillful artifice not to make things, but 

to make things appear to be what they were not.”203 This image and text bring to mind 

Bourdieu’s assertion that: 

[…] it becomes clear that photographic practice only exists and subsists for most of the 
time by virtue of its family function or rather by the function conferred upon it by the 
family group, namely that of solemnizing and immortalizing the high points of family 
life, in short, of reinforcing the integration of the family group by reasserting the sense 
that it has both of itself and of its unity.204 

 

                                                 
202 Ibid., 52. 
203 Bechdel, Fun Home, 16. 
204 Pierre Bourdieu, Photography: A Middle Brow Art, trans. Shaun Whiteside (Cambridge: Polity Press, 1990), 19. 
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Varda, Une minute pour une image: Fig. 32: (top) Turbeville/Duras;  
and Fig. 33: (bottom) Nègre/man on the street205 

                                                 
205 Each of the 170 photographs from Varda’s television series was reproduced the following day in Liberation with 
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In this remembered and imagined image, Bechdel speaks to how the photograph is 

problematically used as a system of proof of family cohesion. And yet she suggests that even in 

the photograph’s effective masking, it may in fact reveal the hidden truths of the family.  

 In the only two-page spread in her work, Bechdel draws attention to the conflict between 

memory and document by presenting the reader with an intimate photograph of her father’s 

young lover (Fig. 35). Held by Bechdel’s cartoon hands, the photograph of her then seventeen-

year-old babysitter, Roy, recumbent on a bed in a hotel room, relaxed and stripped down to his 

underwear with the sunlight reflecting off his hair, serves as a marker of the rupture between 

lived experience and document. Coupled with the commentary by Bechdel, ranging from 

memories of the trip to comments on the quality of the photo, this image serves to show her 

trying to understand what the photograph is, what it means. Of this photograph, Bechdel said in 

her interview with Chute:  

It was a stunning glimpse into my father’s hidden life, this life that was apparently 
running parallel to our regular everyday existence. And it was particularly compelling to 
me at the time because I was just coming out myself. I felt this sort of bond with my 
father, like I shared this thing with him, like we were comrades.206 

 
The overlapping of the cartoon hand and the photograph juxtaposes the believability of memory 

with documentary evidence, for while she has the proof of the photograph, it does not account 

for the father that she knew, for her experiential truth. In this way, this image of the photograph 

that sparked Bechdel to write Fun Home also works to reveal the hermeneutic impossibility of 

experiential truth.207 Especially when taking together all the elements Bechdel provides in her 

                                                                                                                                                             
the response printed beneath. 

206 Chute, “An Interview with Alison Bechdel,” 1006. 
207 In the same interview with Chute, Bechdel claims that finding the photograph of Roy was the impetus for writing 

Fun Home, Ibid., 1005. 
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Bechdel, Fun Home: Fig. 34: (top) artifice (16), and Fig. 35: (bottom) Roy (100–01) 
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work—the intertextual references, the images of her diary, and the photographs of her family and 

her father’s private life—Bechdel points her readers toward an understanding that the feeling of 

truth can never be truly personal, but instead is always inextricable from our ties to each other.  

 This point, which Bechdel reaches using comics’ form, firmly underlines the aims of 

personal narrative. As queer theorist Valerie Rohy notes of Fun Home: 

Surely truth and falsehood are among its central concerns: a father’s closetedness, the rift 
between ‘public appearance and private reality,’ a mother’s theatrical performances, 
childhood experiments in cross-dressing, the ‘falsehood’ of the diary that omits them, and 
the historical struggles of ‘erotic truth’ against censorship.”208 

 
Further, however, it works as a commentary on our cultural archive fever. What Bechdel 

accomplishes in her work is a questioning of what the archive hides and reveals. By upsetting 

any notion of privileging certain information, she obscures archival authority through 

dismantling claims to truth in either document or testament. Indeed, she reveals the tenet of 

archive fever to illuminate “the contradictions inherent in that project: inscription and 

defacement, preservation and destruction, truth and lies, fact and fiction, history and literature, 

authenticity and embellishment.”209 In her exploration of the limitations of personal narrative to 

represent the truth, she ultimately undermines any such fixed notion in personal, and thereby, 

collective archives.  
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